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Abstract. Detecting data races is important in debugging shared memory parallel programs, because the races could result in unintended nondeterministic executions of the programs. Unfortunately, previous race
detection techniques cannot guarantee to detect at least one access involved in the first races to occur in parallel programs with random synchronization. This paper presents a program monitoring algorithm which
collects all of the current key accesses of their local thread blocks that
are involved in races with the latest key accesses in the other concurrent
thread blocks.
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Introduction

One of the inherently fundamental problems encountered when debugging a parallel program is resolving the data race conditions in the program. A data race
occurs in a parallel or multi-threaded program when two threads access the
same memory location without proper synchronization constraints between the
accesses, such that at least one of the accesses is a write [1]. Incorrect synchronization leads to incorrect ordering between accesses to shared memory. Data
race could result in either unpredictable results or paths of events in different
executions on the same input.
Previous race detection techniques [4, 6, 5, 7] cannot locate the candidate accesses which contain at least one access involved in the first races for parallel
programs with random synchronization. Such parallel programs could exhibit
different sequence of events when executed repeatedly, that is, can not guarantee the access sequence in one execution to that of in another execution due to
small timing variations in execution of synchronization event, and could result
in non-deterministic event ordering for debugging. It has been proved that detecting races in program executions that have synchronization powerful enough
to support mutual exclusion is NP-hard [2]. Thus detecting actual races is of
practical use in a particular execution of such parallel programs.
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The races that occur first are races between two accesses that are not causally
preceded by any other accesses also involved in races. The first races are important in debugging because the removal of such races may make other races
disappear. It is even possible that all races reported by other algorithms would
disappear once the first races are removed.
The main result of our on-the-fly algorithm is to collect filtered candidate
accesses in which at least one access be included in first races for a parallel
program execution.
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Candidate Access Filtering for Race Detection

The concurrency relation among threads in an execution of shared-memory parallel program can be represented by a directed acyclic graph called POEG (Partial Order Execution Graph) [3] which captures the happens-before relation [1].
An access ai happened before another access aj , denoted as ai → aj , and it is
concurrent with each other if there exist no paths between them. There can be
many races in an execution of parallel program, and first race to occur or simply
a first race is either an unaffected race or a tangled race.
In a parallel program, a synchronization block or a block is an access sequence between inter-thread coordination events(such as POST,WAIT, fork and
join). We define a write (read) access ai as a key access if there does not exist
any other write (read or write) access aj within a block such that aj → ai . And
Block Access-history for a shared variable X and thread identifier T, denoted
by BA(X, T ) is a set of key accesses in a block of thread T. A BA(X, T ) has
maximum two accesses(read and/or write) and is cleared at each synchronization event. A read (write) access ai in the corresponding access history(AH) is
a read (write) candidate, if ai is involved in a race and there exists no other
access ah such that ah → ai and ah is involved in a race.
A BA(X,T) is maintained as local variable of corresponding thread T , which
can be free from mutual exclusion with shared memory of other threads or
processors. The key accesses are not always involved in the race, and maintaining
all the key accesses to detect first races is also inefficient, therefore we filter out
the key accesses to make candidate accesses and only the candidate accesses
would be involved in the first race.
The Candidate Set for a shared variable X, denoted by CS(X), is a set of
candidates which are involved in the race for a shared variable X : CS(X, R)
for a set of read candidates, CS(X, W ) for a set of write candidates. To get
a subset of CS(X), every key access from BA(X, T ) is checked through the
logical concurrency with the access in AH(X) in an execution of program. The
algorithm is as follows:
1. Collect key accesses : Check if the current access is key or not which from
BA(X, T ) in thread T. If not key, then return.
2. Update AH(X) : For all accesses in AH(X), if there is an access ai which is
ai → current and the race bit of ai is true, return, otherwise delete ai from
AH(X); and add the current to the corresponding set of AH(X).
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3. Determine CS(X) : For all accesses in AH(X), if there is an access ai which
is involved in a race with the current, set the race bits of both accesses,
otherwise return. Any current access concurrent with the accesses in AH(X)
is added to the corresponding CS(X).
4. Halt : Halt the current thread, if the current is a write access.
In step 1 and 2, we monitor all memory operations executed during a particular execution and filter out the accesses to get key accesses in each block access
history, and update access history which contain mutually concurrent accesses.
In step 3, we inspect access history for getting a subset of the candidates in
which at least one access is included in the first races. The accesses which are
not key are discarded in processing race condition determination, which makes
more efficient in time and space complexity.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present an algorithm to collect filtered accesses on a particular
execution of parallel program with random synchronization, by extracting key
accesses and collecting candidate sets in which at least one access is involved in
the first races.
It could be required huge amount of space to detect the first races in one
monitored execution of parallel programs with synchronization, so our technique
to collect filtered accesses for race detection is more efficient and practical in
debugging a large class of shared-memory parallel programs.
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